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In this experiment you will shake pendulums to create an
oscillations. You will then analyze this oscillation to answer
questions about the physical property of resonance.

Materials:
• One rod or wooden spoon
• String and 3 Equal Masses
• A Ruler
To set up the experimental equipment, measure out three strings with lengths 10 cm, 20
cm, and 30 cm. Attach a mass to one end of each string and attach the other end to the
rod so that all three masses are hanging from the rod like pendulums of different lengths,
like the figure above.

Instructions: To start this experiment stand and hold your rod still.
Try shaking the rod side to side at different tempos to see if you can find
a tempo where each of pendulums has bigger swings than the others.
The tempo where the pendulum has its largest swings is considered that
pendulum’s resonant frequency.
• When one has large swings, how much do the others swing
• Which pendulum requires the fastest tempo to make large swings?
• What happens to the position of the other pendulums when one is in
resonance? Are they all moving at the same directions at the same
time?
• Try shaking the rod up and down? Do you the observe the same
behavior of the pendula? You might want to try shaking faster or
slower for up-and-down than side-to-side.
• Instead of shaking you can walk or run at different tempos while
keeping the rod as still as you can!

Parents/Teachers
This experiment is designed to explore the concept of resonance.
Resonance is when the frequency of the force driving the oscillation is
completely in sync with the natural frequency of the oscillator and
therefore is able to deliver power into the system without any coming
back into the driver. Key words from this definition are...
●
●
●

Oscillation: A repetitive variation in amplitude around an equilibrium point
Driving Force: An oscillating force that incites oscillations in systems. An example of this is someone
pushing another person on a swing set.
Natural Frequency: A property of an oscillating system which determines at what frequency the
system will oscillate when there is no force driving it.

The reason the pendulums in this experiment resonate at specific
shaking tempos is because these tempos are closest to their natural
frequency. The natural frequency of a simple pendulum on Earth such as
the ones that are used in this experiment is determined solely by the
length of its string.
The reason why the other pendulums have low amplitudes is
because the frequency of a driving force is not close to the natural
frequency, there will not be resonance and the amplitude of the
resulting oscillation will be very small. Some pendulums lead/lag the
others depending on whether the driving frequency is greater/less than
their natural frequency. Pendulums with natural frequencies lower than
the driving frequency will lag behind while pendulums with greater
natural frequencies will lead.
This experiment is important because display a basic view of
resonance. The concept of resonance is extremely valuable for an
engineer because it is necessary to consider when designing any
buildings or bridges.
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